LI SHURUI: THE DIFFICULTY WITH LIGHT

李姝睿：光的困境
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cesses of Western Op art, which meticulously create optical illusions,
Li Shurui’s initial depiction of light seems to be intuitive. Her instinct
is part rebellion against the naturalistic system of art school training.
More importantly, it is also derived from her experience of being an
artist assistant: when what you paint is unimportant, what matters is
the viewer’s physiological response. This also established the tone for
Li’s later works, the majority of which explore the body’s instinctual
spatial response.
Standing in front of the “Lights” series—large-scale airbrushed
canvases devoid of obvious content—the viewer must overcome her
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visual confusion and leverage her own personal knowledge and experience to reach a more imaginative understanding of the work.
Herein lies an aesthetic question—aside from immediate visual
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in form. She no longer forces meaning on the viewer, yet creates a
new barrier to understanding the work by forcing the viewer pay
attention to the corporeal sensation.
In Li Shuirui’s latest exhibition “Modadology,” this way of
thinking is even more apparent. We cannot derive any meaning from the title or from a discussion of the show’s themes, and
certainly we cannot find any meaning in the works. Included are
three 2008 works from the “Lights” series, created for an exhibition that was never realized. Originally intended to be hung on
the wall, instead they are suspended in the air as a triptych installation. In front of these is a work titled Fragile Yellow. Although the
《光 No.5》 ，2006 年，布面亚克力，230 × 205 厘米
上：
TOP: Lights No.5, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 230 x 205 cm
Courtesy of the artist
下：
“单子论”展览现场，2014
BOTTOM: View of “Monadology,” 2014
Courtesy of White Space Beijing

impression is not noticeably stronger than “The Shelter: All Fears
Come from the Unknown Shimmering at the Edge of the World,”
the artist’s control of space is. Displayed in another room is Sharp,
a group of 57 metal sculptures of various shapes are scattered on
a floor coated in white paint. The gray geometrical forms, and the
bright color sprayed round the edges—particularly sharp against

《Sharp》，2013-2014 年，铝，喷漆，尺寸可变
Sharp, 2013-2014, aluminum, paint, dimensions variable
Courtesy of White Space Beijing

city into their surroundings—not an effect that can be achieved by

the metal—are an even braver experiment. The artist has cast

the deliberate precision of Op art.
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the surface of the installation, the otherwise “meaningless” paint1

鲍栋：《告别一个观念：抽象》，
《艺术界》，

ings granted the work a vague ritualistic feeling. Li seems to be
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experimenting with creating a new language both solid and spatial

1

Bao Dong, “Farewell to an Idea: Abstract Art,” LEAP 12, December 2011
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